Workplace Safety Quiz

Name: ________________________

Please circle the correct answer for each question. Each correct answer is worth 1 point.
1. What is the name of the symbol pictured on the right?
a.

Radioactive

b.

Really dangerous

c.

Reactive

d.

Radiation

2. Please circle the symbol for biohazardous.

3. There are three rights every worker must know. The right to know, the right to
refuse unsafe work and the right to . . . .
a.

Organize yourself

b.

Participate in health and safety

c.

Propose that you should get time off

d.

Participate in discussions with other
workers

4. Olive Fussbuget has been working at Fat Friar’s Fast Food for a year as a
cashier. One day her supervisor asks her to work at the deep fryer cooking fries
which she has never done before and does not know what to do. She refuses.
Does she have the right to refuse?
a.

No, because her boss asked her, so she has to.

b.

Yes, because this job requires training which she hasn’t received.

c.

Yes, because it could mess with her golden complexion.

d.

No, because her boss immediately tells her there are no safety
issues so she can’t refuse and if she does she is fired.

e.

No, because she doesn’t need this kind of hassle and quits.

5. There are four categories of hazards that workers might be faced with in the
workplace. They are:
a. Body fluids
Machinery
Lighting
Liquids

b. Biological
Physical
Ergonomical
Chemical

c. Biological
Machinery
Chemical
Ergonomical

d. Repetive motions
Machinery
Chemical
Biological

6. John Spaceman works at the Etobicoke Satellite Assembly plant. He finds
himself working with or around machinery and electricity. This is an example of
what type of hazard?
a.

Machinery

b.

Physical

c.

Repetitive motion

d.

Ergonomic

e.

Chemical

7. Paige Turner starts her first day of work at Happy Family Food Store as a cashier
and she is very excited. Her supervisor Ima Knutt explains to her what she
should do in case of a robbery. What type of training has she received?
a.

General training

b.

Specific training

c.

The right kind of training

d.

Both specific and general training

e.

Reactive training

8. Sally Caution begins to disinfect the tables at the daycare where she is employed
at the end of the day with a chemical solution provided to her by her boss. She
notices a label that says MSDS on it. What does MSDS stand for?
a.

Multiple Safety Descriptions System

b.

My Safety Description Sheet

c.

Material Safety Data System

d.

Material Safety Data Sheet

e.

Material Safety Data System

9. Sally decides she should consult the MSDS sheets for further information as
stated on the label. MSDS sheets are very detailed, what are three important
things she would see on the sheets?
a.

First Aid instructions, Preventative Measures (like handling
instructions) and Employment information

b.

Pictures of cats, Physical data (like colour and form), and
Preventative Measures (like handling instructions)

c.

First Aid information, Physical data (like colour and form), and
Preventative Measures (like handling instructions)

d.

First Aid information, Physical data (like colour and form) and
Pictures of the chemical

e.

Answers A and C

10. In order for workers who are interested in creating a union in their workplace.
They need __________ of the workers in that workplace to have signed a union
card before they can call a vote.
a.

50 percent

b.

50 percent + 1 worker

c.

40 percent

d.

45 percent

e.

40 percent + 1 worker

